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ABSTRACT

This paper is an attempt to examine the nature of
nuclear issues and the need for effective public
acceptance programs in the Pacific Easin area, draw-
ing attention to Japan, Canada and Taiwan of China. The
paper first presents a general institutional framework
in which recional cooperetion is being souclit in the
Pacific Basin area. Secondly, country-specific nu-
clear issues and public acceptance procrams of Cnna-
da.Japan and Taiwan of China will be presented.And third-
ly, the importance of international public, accept-
ance programs will be discussed for nuclear-electric
power to grow in the Pacific Basin area toward the
Year 2000.

INTRODUCTION

"Public acceptance" of nuclear energy involve:;
understanding, recognition, and support of nuclear
energy by the public. However, it is a v<:ry complex
process, in that psychological factors are combined
with economic, social and political factors, which
further cut across both domestic and international
boundaries. Whatever its dnf ini tionmay be in common
son:;o terms or in academic terms, publW. ücooplanc.;
is not easily attainable. Recent opinion polls con-
ducted in nuclear power genaratinc countries show
that public support of nuclear electric power has
eroded after the Chernobyl incident. In every
country, people fear that a similar incident might
happen at any nuclear-power .station. In many nu
clear power generating countries, post-Chr.rnobyl
opinion polls clearly show strong "no-more-nuclear-
power" attitudes of the public.

Public acceptance or support is one of the most
important, necessary conditions both for the conti-
nuation of nuclear-electric power itself and for pro-
spective growth of the nuclear industry. This paper
is an attempt to illustrate the nature of public ac-
ceptance issues and present plans for action to help
increase public support of nuclear-electric power in
the Pacific Basin region.

PACIFIC-BASIN REGIONAL COOPERATION
ON PUBLIC ACCEPTANCE

Before getting into the subject of public ac-

ceptance, it seems appropriate to look at how re-
gional cooperation is being made in the Pacific
Basin area regarding nuclear-power issues and public
acceptance of nuclear power. During the Fifth Pa-
cific Basin Nuclear Conference (PBNC) which was held
in Nay 1985 at Seoul, Korea, a special workshop was
organized to examine potential advantage of regional
cooperation in hand line outstanding issues of nu-
clear-electric-fower development in the Pacific
has in area. The workshop conferees examined venues
for regional cooperation in the subject areas close-
ly associated with the growth of nuclear electric
power in the region, and came up with a recommen-
dation that, there should be a i'acific Basin Nuclear
Cooperation Committee (PBNCC) and that four working
groups under PBNCC should study issues of nuclear
power and evaluate options for cooperation. Sugges-
ted areas for working groups were: (l)education and
training; (2) nuclear safety; (3) codes and stan-
dards; and (4) public acceptance. In November of
the same year, PBNCC was formally established with
the participation of Canada, Japan, Korea, Taiwan
of China- and the United Slates.

The second meeting of PBNCC and its working
crimp:, was held in April 1986 in Tokyo, and the
lliini meeting, in November 198G in Washington, D.C.
During those meetings, the working group on public
acceptance received reports on the current
r.taU: of affairs in nuclear-power generation and the
public acceptance of it. In examining these
iMporl.:., Ihn working group first noted that the
subject of public understanding or acceptance is quite
relevant to every facet of nuclear energy, because
people in every country and area are concerned about
safety of nuclear-power generation. In some count-
ries where nuclear-power generation has a long re-
cord of superior operation and performance, public
concern lias shifted from nuclear-power generation to
nuclear fuel waste disposal and management. The
working group on public acceptance also noted that,
in the current debate of nuclear energy, the public
is enr.ily exposed to misleading and incorrect state
men Is about the nature, risks, and benefits of nu
clear power generation, so that the public perceives
more risks than benefits. Finally, the working group
on public acceptance recognized the inseparable re
lalioiiships between public acceptance and
policy and the potentially effective roles played
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by non-sovorn.TH-iil-il intornstion.il organizations like
PBNCC.

The aim of the PBNCC working group on public
acceptance is sot to make joint contributions in the
international consensus-buiidine process on nuclear
energy. Thus, various activities are currently un-
der consideration. lrirst, one item of action is to
exchange instant clarification of events which might
cause a critical impact on public acceptance. In
this connection, exchange of information on .sensi-
tive issues related to nuclear energy is considered
quite useful for international consensus-huiIding.
Second, structural international media relations a m
considered of feet, i Vf, because thorn exsisl gaps bet
ween the media and the professional communities.
One way to reduce such gaps is to promote a visit
program by journalists and media people, industria-
lists, politicians, and other opinion leaders, to ei-
ther domestic or overseas nuclear-related installa-
tions, or to both. Such a program may help to raise
the profile of nuclear facilities and public under-
standing, similarly across different countries.
Third, there are clear and present opportunities for
expert speakers to participate in non -rmr.lear con-
ventions, meetings and symposia, and present the
positive cases for civilian nuclear programs.

Thü F'ß.NCC woiking group on public acceptance is
currently looking into establishing a working system
to handle public acceptance issues in the Pacific
Basin region. In the following sections, the specific
nuclear issues and public relations activities of
Canada, Japan and Taiwan of China> will be brief-
ly illustrated to exemplify efforts being made for
attaining public acceptance of nudoar energy in the
Pacific Basin region.

PUBLIC ACCEPTANCE ISSUES AND PROGRAMS IN CANADA

Public acceptance issues and programs in Canada
are described by Mr. Ron Veilleaux of Atomic Energy
of Canada Limited (A1;CL), co-chairman of the P1WCC
working group on public acceptance, as follows.

Trends in Canadian Opinion
Canada conducts a continuing program of public

opinion monitoring to help define public concerns so
that the industry's information plans can im;i;l real
needs, and thus be cost-effective. Recent surveys
show that, especially since Chernobyl, public sup-
port of nuclear-genarated electricity in Canada had
eroded. In comparison to other sources of energy —
oil, natural gas, coal and hydro-electricity—
Canadians rate nuclear power poorly in all of the
following characteristics: price, economic benefits,
health danger, environmental damage and Canadian
self-sufficiency. In addition, two out of three
Canadians believe that the risks of nuclear power
outweigh the benefits. This is a substantially
higher percentage than for other energy sources.

Overall, since Chernobyl, support for nuclear
energy has continued to drop. Prior to Chernobyl,
absolute support for nuclear-generated electricity
stood at 24 per cent of the population. Six weeks

after the incident, it had fallen to 19 per cent.
The most recent research, carried out in November
19?!0, shows that absolute support has now dropped to
15 per cent of the populations. Conversely, abso-
lute opposition to nuclear electricity has risen
from 29 per cent prior to Chernobyl to 42 per cent
cuimnl.ly. Survey findings suggest that immediate
concern about nuclear energy centers largely on
safely issues, including waste management, and the
possibility üf accident and radiation leakages.

In spite of increasing opposition to nuclear
power in Canada, the overwhelming majority of Cana-
dians are open to receive more information on the
subject. Survey findings clearly point to the
necessity for the nuclear industry to address safety
as well as economic factors relating to nuclear
energy. As in oilier countries, men are more suppor-
tive of nuclear power than are women. More support
generally conies as well from the educated and upper
i n e w categories.

Public Acceptance Programs
Canada has many programs in place which address

public acceptance issues. These include: (1) pub-
lication and distribution of numerous brochures,
booklets and information kits on nuclear energy; (2)
a speakers' bureau whose members accept hundreds of
speaking engagements throughout each year: (3) an
education program which includes presentations to
thousand;; of schoolchildren and hundreds of teachers
each year; 01) information centers at nuclear facil-
ities and lours of sites; (5) production of audio-
visual materials on the nuclear industry; (6)media
and government relations; and (7) exhibits on
nuclear energy.

Haste Management
The issue of waste management is „.i essential

part of public acceptance of nuclear power and, for
that reason, it has its own public affairs program.
The mission of waste management public affairs is to
develop adequate public support for nuclear fuel
waste management technology, and to determine the
cii•cum:;lances under which the public will support
imp lernen tali on of the technology. The lack of a
proven waste disposal method i'.i one of the major
public concerns regarding the continued expansion of
nuclear power. AECL is developing the technology .
for waste disposal, and has a strong technical pro-
gram that should ensure its acceptance by the scien-
tific community. However, for the concept to be
generally accepted, it must have public as well as
scientific support before the public hearings are
held. The Government of Canada has instructed AECL
to inform residents of communities in proximity to
the geological field research about the progress of
the project. Public support of the research is
needed in order for it to continue. A public hear-
ing will be held on nuclear fuel waste management
technology toward the end of the concept assessment
phase Development of public support is required
prior lo ihis public hearing. The nuclear fuel
waste management technology serves its ultimate pur-
pose only if it is sufficiently accepted by the pub-
lic lo support its implemon tat ion.Therefore, it is
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necessary to provide a machanism for public feedback
to ensure that the technoloEy meets the public's
minimum requirements.

Information materials to describe the waste
management research and the developing technology to
the public include: films, pamphlets, teacher's
kits, slide-tape presentations, displays, booklets,
posters, slides and photographs, newspaper articles,
and technical reports. Information materials are
disseminated to tin; public by a variety of methods:
direct mail, displays at numerous functions,
commercial film distribution. Communily relations
proerams are undertaken to keep residents and
elected officials of communities near research areas
informed about the work and to enable AFCL to
respond to local concerns about the research.

In addition, political relations are undertaken
as required to keep provincial and federal elected
members informed about the program. This in usually
done by personal contact and briefing. Media rela-
tions are undertaken, both with the national media
and with local media, in areas where the program is
of interest. Media seminars are held to acquaint
the media with the background of nuclear energy and
nuclear waste management, A progran of dialogue
with special interest groups(especially with regard
to the social and ethical aspects of nudoar fuel
waste management) has been initiated. Sociological
research is undertaken with two objectives: to meas-
ure changes in public knowledge and acceptance of
nuclear waste disposal technology; and to determine
the factors that would make nuclear waste management
technology more acceptable to society, and parti-
cularly to identify the factors that would cnhaiise
public acceptance of a disposal site.

Jfecen t_ Proposal
The Canadian nuclear industry has recently de

termined that, in addition to these on-going pro-
grams, a major concerted effort is required in order
to improve public acceptance of nuclear power in
Ciinadi'i. Further research is necessary to define the
most appropriate and effective approach to the I aim
ching of a major public acceptance information
campaign.

I'UI'ilC ACCEPTANCE ISSUES AND PROGIMMS IN JAPAN

Trends in Japanese Opinion
Japan conducts public opinion surveys on nu

clear issues in order to inform policy-makers and
government officials, as well as the public, of the
extent to which the Japanese accept nuclear power.
Major opinion polls on nuclear issues are conducted
by both government agencies and mass media. The re-
sult of major polls are made public through the.
annual publication by the Prime Minister's Office of
the Annals of Public Opinion of Japan, and through

mass media as well.

Hecent surveys show that Japanese concerns of
nuclear power center largely on safely of nuclear
power gencrelion and high-level nuclear fuel waste
disposal and management. Despite such concerns

about nuclear safety, nuclear-power genaretion had
been reasonably well accepted by the Japanese until
the Chernobyl incident. Since Chernobyl, the Japa-
nese have become more sensitive to potential risks
of radiation and radioactive hazard, and opposition
to nuclear-power generation has overweighted support
for it.

In 19R4, the Prime Minister's Office (PMO) con-
ducted a national opinion survey on public attitudes
toward a variety of nuclear issues ranging from the
prospect of future energy to public relations activ-
ities for nuclear.power. The survey found that
one out of three respondents wants "more nuclear
energy" and another one out of three is satisfied
with "the present nuclear energy", while one out of
ten wants "less nuclear energy". Men are more in
favor of nuclear power than are women. Younger re-
spondents (in their 20s) want "more nuclear power"
than do older respondents. On the other hand, as
many as 70 per cent of respondents express their
concern about safety of nuclear electric power
plants. On the safety issues, there is no differ-
ence between sexes and age groups. Public concern
about nuclear safety appears universal among Japa-
neses. Asked about reason(s) for such concern, 50
por cent point to "radioactive or radiation leaks";
35 per cent, "short- and long-term genetic effects";
and 30 per cent, "nuclear fuel waste disposal".
With respect to the knowledge of on-going research
and development efforts currently being made for
methods of nuclear fuel waste disposal, 50 per cent
said they know such research and development
programs are being carried out, while another 50 per
cent answered they do not know such programs.

In 1985, the Science and Technology Agency (STA)
conducted another national opinion poll on nuclear
issues. Asked to name the most promising substitute
energy source for oil in the rest of the 20th cen-
tury, 70 per cent of respondents mentioned nuclear
energy (including nuclear fusion), followed by coal
(including liquidified and gasified coal) with 11
per cent mentioning it, while solar energy was named
only by 5 per cent. Similarly, asked to name the
most prospective energy source for the 21st century,
70 per cent pointed to nuclear energy, followed
by solar energy with 22 per cent naming it. 11 ap-
pears clear that Japanese tend to be more in favor of
"hard" energy than "soft" energy from the rest of
20th century through the early 21st century. With
respect to closing a nuclear fuel cycle in Japan,
more than 80 per cent said they know that government
is pushing this policy. Among those who answered
they know, as many as 70 per cent are in favor of
the closing of a nuclear fuel cycle in Japan. It
was also found that, in terms of the effectiveness
of public-relations media, respondents ranked tele-
vision most highly (58 per cent), followed by visit
programs to nuclear facilities (56 per cent), news
papers (45 per cent), lecture meetings and symposia
(37 per cent), and brochures and pamphlets (21 per
cent). Overall, the Japanese seems to be reasonably
well informed about the current, critical nuclear
ir.sucs and the on going public relations programs.
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More recent opinion survoys afler Chernobyl
show, however, that public support of nuclear-power
generation has visibly eroded since Chernobyl. An
opinion poll conducted nationally by the Asahi News-
paper in August 1986 four months after Chernobyl,
clearly indicates that opposition to nuclear power
has now overweighted support for it for the first
time in the history of nuclear-power generation in
Japan. In a 1984 Asahi Newspaper survey, absolute
support for nuclear power generation stood at 47 per
cent. Four months after Chernobyl, it had dropped
to 31 per cent. Conversely, absolute opposition to
nuclear-power generation has increased from 32 per
cent in 1984 to 41 per cent after Chernobyl. There
were some significant sexual differences as well.
Among men, absolute support has fallen from CO per
cent before Chernobyl to 47 per cent after the inci-
dent; and among women, from 35 pot i.t.nt to 23 per
cent. Conversely, among men, absolute opposition
has risen from 25 per cent prior to Chernobyl to 33
per cent currently; and among women, from 38 per
cent to 48 per cent. It is dearly seen that women
have become more notably anti-nuclear since
Chernobyl than men, as might have been expected.

Furthermore, as many as nine out of ten Japa-
nese had known Chernobyl and seven out of ten fear a
similar incident might happen in Japan. On the
other hand, there was a sharp split of opinion on
ultimate safety of nuclear-power genera I ion. To
exemplify, four out of ten Japanese are optimistic
about nuclear safety, believing that it is possible
to make nuclear-power generation safe enough by both
technological innovations and improved management,
while five out of ten Japanese believe that there
are intrinsic risks in nuclear-power generation no
that it cannot be handled with safety. These oppo-
site views on nuclear safety soem to reflect a vary-
ing degree of confidence in science and technology
held by the Japanese.

_Chcrnobj;_l_ and _the_ Gcne£<iLIÜPJLiiPJ!. in July 1986
Such erosion of public confidence in nuclear

safety and increased public opposition to nuclear-
power generation did not create favorable conditions
for anti-nuclear political parties at the general
election, which was held in July 1986, only three;
months after Chernobyl. Pro-nuclear Liberal Demo-
cratic Party (I.DP) wan an unprecedented victory.
Even in prefectures where then; are nuclear power
plants already in operation or under construction,
nearly all pro-nuclear LDP candidates wore elected
and most anti nuclear candidates defeated. In the'
precincts throughout the country, nuclear issues did
not become an important campaign issue. As one emi-
nent anti-nuclear candidate allegedly admitted,
"anti-nuclear campaigns will not Help increase votes
one gets in the election." His prediction proved
true when the election was over.

As an afterthought, Chernobyl certainly brought
about noticeable changes in Japanese altitudes to-
ward nuclear-power safety, but caused no significant
change in their voting behavior. Host Japanese vo-
ters were concerned with more immediate and more
proximal issues of taxation, unemployment, and local

economy and social welfare. Chernobyl was too dis-
tant an incident bo'h geographically and psycholo-
gically to be an important campaign issue in Japan.
If nuclear hazard had ocurred at some domestic nu-
clear installation, the outlook of the 1986 genaral
election would have been quite different.

Public Acceptance Programs
Japan launches diverse public acceptance pro-

jects and programs, involving national and local
governments, electric companies, and local citizens
groups. One such project can be exemplified by the
"F.nergy Fair *8G" held in August 1986 at a small
city of Ohkuma Machi, Fukushima Prefecture, where
Tokyo F.leclric Company's No.l and No.2 nuclear power
plants are in operation with a total of nine nuclear
reactors. Fair was co-sponsered by the Tokyo
Electric Company, the Ohkuma Machi City, and a pri-
vate organization for industrial-sites development.
The project was backed up also by the Ministry of
International Trade and Industry (MITI). Main
events at the "Energy Fair '86" were an interesting
mix of education and entertainment. They included
lectures and symposia, an audience-participation
disscussion on city-building, a visit program to a
nearby nuclear power plant, an exhibit of local pro-
duces, and nightly displays of fireworks. Some
40,000 people wern reported to come from nearby
localities and those cities and towns where a nucle-
ar power plant is scheduled to be built. Answering
to Hi« questionnaire distributed at the Fair, 24
per cent of visitors feel the programs "very moan-
ingfuTand 68 per cent, "satisfactory".

Nearly all nuclear power plants throughout
Japan have an "Electricity Hall" or a "PR Pavilion"
attached to them to promote good public relations
with the local people. At a typical "Electricity
Hall", there are many informative displays which
describe, for instance, the history and mechanisms
of electricity generation from coal through nuclear
fission and fusion; the structure of a nuclear power
reactor and nuclear fuel rods; nuclear fuel waste
management; radiation monitoring; a variety of uses
of nuclear energy (especially radioiso topes) in
medicine, agriculture, and engineering; and the
relationships among electricity, everyday living,
and industrial developmenmt, and so on. Videotapes
and slides are shown regularly, and brochures and
pamphlets are available to visitors. Charming young
ladio:; (some of them, college or university gradu-
ates) host the visitors as a guide on tours of the
Hall. For young children (and adults as well)
personal computers are available to play various
computer games, including the "20 Questions on
Nuclear Power". Many local families with young
children visit these Electric Halls for both
education and recreation.

Public Acceptance and F.conomic Incentiyes
Nuclear opposition in Japan is divided into

many different groups. Those who are most seriously
afli;cLi!d and therefore become the most powerful op-
position are the fishermen who live at the locations
near to future nuclear facilities. Until and unless
their acceptance is obtained, no official permission
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can be granted to build a new nuclear power plant.

In order to increase public ac.cepiance among
the fishermen and the local governments, four differ-
ent types of economic compensation nro given to
fishermen, and to the locality where a nuclear power
plant is to be constructed.

(1) There is what is usually called "fishery
compensation", whose purpose is to purchase the
right of fishing from fishermen whose catch might be
adversely affected by hot walfu" from the nuclear
power plant. This is paid by the electric company
to fishermen's cooperative associations, which dis-
tribute it among members.

(2) There also is a "regional cooperation fund",
which compensate psychological anxiety that might be
caused by the presence of a nearby nuclear power
plant. The average amount of this fund per member
of an association is nearly equal to or a little be
low that of the "fishery compensation". Tin» nation-
al average of these two funds combined amounts to
approximately 13 million yen, or US $80,000(US$1-160
yen) per member of the association.

(3) There is a special giant awarded by the
national government to local governments in locali-
ties where a power plant, or other kind:; of nuclear
facility such as a nuclear fuel enrichment plant oi
a spent fuel i epror.essing plant, arc sited, under n
special legislation known or, "Throe Laws Pertaining
to Sources of lilectricily" enacted in 1974. A full
grant is awarded to the municipality, town or
village where a nuclear facility is sited, while the
same amount is divided among the municipalities,
towns and villages adjoining to it. This grant
helps local governments improve both the social wel-
fare of the residents and public facilities and
buildings. In TY 1983, the total amount Granted
was 195 billion yen, or US$1,200 mi I Ion (UStl-lGO
yen), of which 115 billion yen, or US$720 mi 11ion,
or approximately 60 per cent of the total, was
awarded to nuclear localities.

(4) There is yet another economic benefit for
electricity-generating localities -a property tax.
This is calculated on the assumption that a nuclear
power plant will continue to be in operation for 15
years in the case of 1,OOOMWo nuclear power plant,
tho tax revenue for the first year is estimated to
be as much as 2,300 million yen, or US$14.4 million
(US$1^160 yen), finishing with C00 million yen, or
US$3.8 million in the last year. Considering that
most nuclear power plants are si ted in depopulated
areas with no significant industry, a nuclear power
plant is not only a major source of revenue to a
local government, but also is expected to be an
important incentive for attracting more people and
business to these depopulated areas. Furthermore,
both "fishery compensation" and a "regional coopera-
tion fund" tend to be very attractive to individual
fishermen, for fishery itself is a dying industry in
Japan, with an ever rising petroleum price, addi-
tional limitations imposed on fishing zones, and a
falling labor force.

Despite all these benefits which might be ob-
tained if a nuclear power plant wore to come, there
still remains opposition among local fishermen.
Although its major causes may vary from one locality
to another, it is frequently true that such opposi-
tion may cease if more favorable conditions were to
be offered. Sometimes, it is a matter of the amount
of compensation; sometimes, a matter of sparing
enough time to reconcile different vested interests
and remove divided opinion among members of a fisher-
men's association. Or it would be deep emotional
attachment to the place where one was born and where
one's ancestors had lived for generations. Condi-
tional opposition such as these must be coped with,
case by case, through prudent but honest inter-
personal communications. While money may be a
necessary condition, it will rarely be sufficient.
A sense of mutual trust and the recognition of mutu-
al benefits may be the key psychological factors in
such interpersonal communications.

Put into the cultural context, respect for
particular socio-cultural values, such as economic
security, honesty, sympathy, and mutual trust, seems
to play an important role in enhancing public
acceptance among the Japanese. Hence it may be sug-
gested that both psychologiai and institutional app-
roaches are needed in order to look into and understand
the dynamic process of public acceptance, and apply
Uie knowledge (o the making of a rational strategy.

pum.ir. AccnpTANcii ISSUES AND PROGRAMS IN TAIWAN O F CHINA

Dr. Chao Ming Tsai, Director of Radiation Pro-
tection Division, the Atomic Energy Council of
Taiwan of China, has reported public acceptance
issues and programs in Taiwan of China as follows.

_ flynnral Outlook
Economy and safety of nuclear power have been

positively confirmed by countries utilising it as
part of electricity supply. Countries with abund-
ance, of coal, such as the U.S., Canada, and South
Afiricn, still utilize nuclear power as one of the
energy supply sources. Rased on these argument, to
promote the awareness present in and support given
by the general public and to eliminate misunder-
standing and doubt on nuclear power become a very
important project for the Taiwan Power Comnnnyof China-
Projects included in the integral public acceptance
program will bo discussed in the following para-
graphs.

Proj .ectsjjssocja ted _wi th _th_e__Press_
(1) Constantly issue updated news and infor-

mation to each press for news release or reference;
(2) Regularly conduct press conference to

demonstrate background informat.ion of each event re
late.d to nuclear power genaration and power supply.
Detail answer to each question in the conference is
also provided to reinforce understanding and to ßain
support from the press;

(3) Invite persons working in each news agency,
executives, editors, reporters and columnists to
visit nuclear power plants. Demonstration is also
made for the press to understand all aspects of nu
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clear waste treatment, environmental protection,
radiation monitoring program, emergency prepared-
ness program and betterment program;

(4) Open special column "Question and Answer"
at newspapers to regularly publish questions relat-
ed to nuclear power and ask for answers. It is aim-
ed to educate students in elementary and high school
as well as the general public knowledge ,-ibout nu
clear power. Prize is offered to persons who comp-
lete answers to the questions without innkinu any
error;

(5) ßiwet-kly column is issued on one of the
best-selling newspapers for articles from writers
specialized in nuclear power and engineering and
science areas. These articles are generalized to
avoid public confusion on ailment terminology and
technical difficulties. Incentives are provided to
the public for accepted articles;

(G) Advertisement is also utilized to augment
public acceptance by publishing information related
to nuclear power on best-selling newspapers and
magazines to promote public awareness of nuclear
power;

(7) Special-interest topics are written and
published on famous magazines to promote public
awareness of nuclear power.

TV Program
(1) A TV program with a series of 13 episodes

tins been produced. This program will be played on
TV stations ami tin exhibit room in Taipei;

(2) Several segments of nuclear power educa-
tion film have been produced and will lie played on
TV stations;

(3) Supply public education information to
each TV station and coordinate with the TV stations
to make use of the information to include in their
public education program;

(4) Arrange for ROC/AEC officials and Taipow-
er management to attend TV discuss program on nucle-
ar power program;

(5) Conduct a regular 30 second public educa-
tion advertisement program once a week during news
report on TV;

(6) Utilize the public TV program conducted
by the News Bureau to produce special episodes on
nuclear power public education program.

Broadcasting Program
(1) To insert in the broadcasting program

provided by each broadcasting company nuclear power
information report;

(2) Arrangement is made for ROC/ARC officials
and Taipower management to talk and discuss nuclear
power events with the reporters.

Public liducation Material Preparation
(1) Brochures and pamphlets related to nucle-

ar power are prepared and distributed to government
and private organizations and groups. Schools and
the genera! public naturally are major objects for
the distribution;

(2) Newsletter and pamphlets related to nu-
clear power. This type of in formal ion is published
on a regular basis and is free of charge to all or-
ganization groups, schools and customers.

Preparaj-jon for Establishment of .Nuclear Vis-
itors _ Center

(1) Objectives
(a) To promote public education by means of

amusement during visit to the exhibits;
(I)) As an integral part of the Kenting

Park, to promote more attractions for tourists;

(c) To assume soci-il responsibility, visit-
ors centers act as a feedback to the customers;

(d) As one of the major communication chan-
nels, to eliminate fear and doubt on nuclear power.

(2) Summary of. Visitors Centers
(a) Taipei Exhibit Room: Located at 5,

Section 1, Nanchang Road,Taipei, the exhibit room
was opened on October 25, 1985. Nuclear power plant
models, light boxes,graphs and actu«l subjects are
utilized to show Taipower business and cooperate
activities, power generation principle, nuclear
power and its safety, customer service, reasonable
use of eleclricifv and future prospectives;

(b) Thn Worthern Nuclear Visitors (Vnlor:
The visitor center will be built at the vicinity of
the entrance of the second nuclear power station.
The subject of exhibit will be emphasize:) on nuclear
power public education, nuclear safely and radiation
protection. Total area of exhibit is about 2.707m2.
Construction of the visitors center will begin in

(c) The Southern Nuclear Visitors Center:
The visitors center will be located at the vicinity
of third nuclear power and environmental protection.
Total area of the building is 3,22Gm'!. Construction
work will tentatively be scheduled to start in 1986.

Conclusions
Public acceptance of nuclear power requires

efforts and devotion to the nuclear public edu-
cation program. The effect of public acceptance of
nuclear power would not probably he as prominent on
a short-term basis. But in the long run, and with
continuous efforts, public awareness of the im-
portance of nuclear power to the future energy need
would he revealed. Action plans presently adopted
»««id to be augmented and revised constantly as ex-
perience gradually builds up. Experience and
practices of countries and areas that have encountered
an I i nuclear activi tics have been collected and analyzed
to \)v. included in the public acceptance program.

REGIONAL COOPERATION ON PUBLIC ACCEPTANCE TOWARD THE
YEAR 2000

In the preceding sections, we have seen how the
public accept nuclear power and how public accept-
ance of nuclear power is being handled in Canada,
Japan.and Taiwanof China.Both in public percept ion and in
public acceptance of nuclear power, there is cross- .
cultural commonness as well as cultural uniqueness.
Psychologically, fear of nuclear hazard like
Chernobyl and the risks of radiation or radioactive
leaks from nuclear installations is universal. On
the other hand, both institutions and processes of
nijch.-ar legislation and n.idear safety, mass media,
and public opinion may vary from one country to an-
other. Public acceptance as a social communication
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phenomenon is doth a psycholocic.nl and an instit-
utional process, and requires a close examination of
;'<e nature of the cross-pressure resulting from both
psychological and institutiosni variables. Accept-
ance would be more easily obtained if the perceived
•»iial and economic benefits outweigh the perceived
b'ological and environmental risks. The aim of
public acceptance programs is to present the correct
and honest picture of nuclear power to tha public,
so that not only the unnecessary and exaggerated
f-jar may be reduced but also the perception of the
.rue benefits may be raised. At this point, it must
be emphasized that the best communication is always
1>V deed and commitment, not by word. Bo Hi the mass
Tiedia and the public are made truly convinced of the
risk/boncfit trade off of nuclear power only by a
superior safety performance of the nuclear power
plants. In my view, negligence, arrogance, and
secrecy are the three major deterrents to public
acceptance.

Finally, strategies on public acceptance are
culture-bound anJ there has been no formal exchange
of information about thorn across countries. There
h'as been little attention and interest, either, to
organize a concerted effort on public acceptance
across countries, both in terms of arrangements of
international institutions to cope with public
acceptance issues and with respect to the forms nnd
the language of communication on public acceptance.
The informal, regional organization and activities
of the PRKCC working group on public acceptance may
suggest the beginning of such a move toward the
internationally concerted action on public accept-
ance through the 1980s, and probably beyond the Year
2000 if nuclear power were to survive till that time.
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